Since the violent outbreak of ethnic conflict in 1969 urban planning for Belfast has necessarily been concerned with the management of cultural diversity sometimes manifested in extreme forms of spatial segregation and the exclusion of the identity of 'the other'. In a short period of time planning strategy moved from its focus in the 1960s under reformist Unionism in providing the physical infrastructure and spatial structure for a modernised regional economy to one where planning strategy under British direct rule dovetailed with the political management of 'the troubles'. 1 In general terms government planning policy towards Belfast and the centre of the city in particular since the 1970s, can be periodised as follows: 
Cultural exclusion: planning for extreme difference
The 1970s saw the start of a vigorous social house-building programme in Belfast which recognised the reality of people's desire for the security of residential segregation. So called 'peace walls' were erected (Map 3.2) at interface zones where cultural differences could sometimes meet each other, resulting in fatalities if not hampered by intervening bricks, mortar and fencing.
Between 1970 2 Radical defensive security measures ensued, including the 'ring of steel' security cordon at entrances to the city centre, where pedestrians and entering vehicles were searched. The government's Review of Transportation Strategy in 1978 recommended the construction of a high-grade motorway link running to the north and west of the city centre and 'canyoned' through part of its length. This road, while achieving urban transportation objectives, also acted virtually as a moat, cutting off the city centre from the Catholic and Protestant housing areas of the Falls and Shankill. The spreading of riots emanating within these areas into the city was made extremely difficult, if not impossible, since the construction of the 'Westlink'. Where the road forms a flyover, or is at ground level, pedestrian access to the city centre is easier, but heavily fortified police bases
